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The King’s touch



500,000 sold



Perkins tractors



Elisha Perkins

 Rare metal alloy

 “draw off  the noxious electrical fluid that lay at the 

root of  suffering”

 Wood as good

 ‘Power of  the imagination’



Placebo in war

 Beecher noted the relative lack of soldiers asking for analgesia 

in WWII compared to civilians with similar injuries (25% vs 

80%)

 Soldier

– leaving war zone alive,

repatriation

 Civilian 

– social and financial 

 “The powerful placebo” 

Beecher 1955,1956





Nocebo



Tracey 2010 Nature Medicine 

Placebo
m opioid receptor
D2/D3 receptors

Nocebo
CCK-A/CCK-B



Placebo involves Giving





 ‘placebo’

“We are going to give you a local anesthetic that will 

numb the area and you will be comfortable during 

the procedure”

 ‘nocebo’

“You are going to feel a big bee sting; this is the 

worst part of  the procedure”

Varelmann et al 2010



Nocebo

Varelmann et al 2010









Albring et al PLOS 2012

Novel tasting green ‘slop’



Benedetti

 Hypoxia

 Symptoms and PGE2 increases

 ‘Fake’ oxygen

 Symptoms improved

 PGE2 decreases



Observing enhances placebo/nocebo

Hunter et al 2014 Eur J Pain



 Nocebo the same with single conditioning 

stimulus

 Placebo more effective with 4 conditioning 

stimuli

 Nocebo more easily set up

 Nocebo effect correlated with state-trait anxiety

 Placebo with empathy

Colloca et al 2010



Placebo related to empathy





 Brain reward circuitry

 Anticipation of pain areas in ACC

 Endogenous activation of opioids for placebo

 CCK antagonists increase placebo

 Endogenous activation of CCK for nocebo

 Anxiolysis reduces nocebo

 Decrease dopamine in nucleus accumbens nocebo





2003 Chooi et al 

 Lower pain scores and less analgesia needed using 

comfort score instead of pain score

 Personality link with placebo

 Ego-Resiliency, NEO-Agreeableness, and NEO-

Neuroticism ()



The ‘Big Five’ - OCEAN

 Openness

 Contentiousness

 Extraversion

 Agreeableness

 Neuroticism

 On the continuum between extremes



Personality and placebo

 Ego Resilience 

 Ability to adapt to environmental stressors

 Ego control - Ability to control anger and aggression

 NEO-agreeableness

 NEO-neuroticism

 Predictors of placebo response

 Opioid mediated and enhances memory of placebo response



Even in animals?

 Atheroma



‘Just giving’







Implications for Treatment?



The implications of the 

influence of communication 

on placebo and nocebo 



The use of placebo in treatment (?)



 Maximising 

 Expectation

 Context

 Verbal cues

Wager and Atlas 2015

 Minimising 

 Anxiety

 No Validation



Expectations : large part of placebo

 Neutralising negative expectation

 ‘I always have pain’

 You often have pain

 Break up past and offer different possibilities

 E.g. ‘Cannot’ to ‘not yet’



Pitfalls of speech

 Repeated warning helps ‘learn’ the nocebo response

 ‘You can call if you feel sick’ (but not if you don’t)

 ‘I’m going to put you to sleep’

 ‘I’ll come back tomorrow if you are still here’

 ‘We tested for tumour; the result was negative’



Too much information?

 Incidence of erectile dysfunction with beta blocker (Silvestri et al 

2003)

 ‘Heart medication’   3%

 ‘Beta blocker’            16%

 ‘Beta blocker with possible side effect of erectile dysfunction’ 

31%

 Therefore change way of presentation (?)

 If risk information given with benefit of treatment, less problems





Using placebos in 
clinical practice (?!)



Placebo effect on OA

 Change in baseline in placebo group

 Change in baseline in no treatment group

 Placebo worked, effect size 0.5 (0.03 no Rx)

 Better in 

 Larger trials

 Better active group

 Needle/injection placebo
Zhang et al 2008

Effect size for opioids in non cancer chronic pain 

≤0.5           

Canadian Guidelines for Safe Use of Opioids 2018 







Don’t do arthroscopies

or

Do sham arthroscopies





 N=131, 68 vertebroplasty, 63 sham vertebroplasy

 Disability and pain no difference between groups

 More crossover from sham to ‘real’

 No difference in those who correctly guessed intervention










